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Abstract
Computer security in applications has become a crucial aspect in the information technology
industry. The focus of this dissertation is the research for potential vulnerability for an
extremely popular project called Apache Kafka. Apache Kafka is an application that has grown
exponentially throughout the last few years in scale and popularity. Considering how much
Kafka is being used by organizations, it is only natural for a security researcher to search for
potential vulnerabilities. In the scope of this experimentation, the center of attention will be the
authentication methods. Specifically, one of the most common authentication methods will be
tested thoroughly and will be abused to allow a bruteforce attack. For the latter, another valuable
tool called ncrack will be used. Ncrack is part of the nmap suite and a tool that specializes in
brute force attacks. It consists of each core engine along with the modules. Each module is
developed to give access to specific services.

To check how well Kafka manages the

authentication procedure, a Kafka module will be created, and further testing will expose
potential security flaws.

Panagiotis Ilias
January 2022
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Introduction
It is a fact computer science has flourished extremely in the last decades. The Internet has managed
to make information accessible and thus, a digitalized era has begun. Increased data makes the
transition from physical means like paper to datastores [1].
It is quite common that smaller companies and larger enterprises utilize in-house or cloud
infrastructure to host their services and store their data. For this reason, major fields like data
management have made their appearance.
Data management is a large field which has to do with collecting, using, and using data efficiently.
The main goal of data management is to assist organizations to effectively use digital information
and optimize policy and regulations concerning how, when and by whom data can be accessed.
Apart from data management, digital services have also developed. These services are automated
and involve the least human intervention. The advancement of digitized information incited digital
services to expand and cover a large number of tasks.
Cybersecurity is the implementation and usage of specific controls, policies and processes to
secure information systems, networks, programs, hardware devices and data from malicious users.
It is important to note that cybersecurity consists of multiple subfields that focus on diverse types
of information security like hardware security or application security.
This dissertation is research for vulnerability for the Apache Kafka project. Specifically, the
structure includes the analysis of important terms of the research, starting from the basics like
vulnerabilities and application security. Additionally, Kafka along with its published security
vulnerabilities are presented. The backbone of the dissertation consists of the actual research which
consists of configuring and testing Kafka as well as authentication packet capture and analysis.
The goal is to combine the results and check if there is a way to exploit the authentication process
in any possible way.
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Apache Kafka
Kafka was first created at LinkedIn in 2011. It was developed in such a manner that it could store
massive amounts of data and process it at extremely high speeds.

Figure 1 Logo of the apache kafka.

Today, Apache Kafka is one of the most efficient, distributed, and scalable event loggers in the
industry.
Even though the application follows a simplistic approach in what it does, the truth is that there
are multiple layers that contribute to the desired results. These characteristics are the following.

Distributed
Kafka consists of multiple systems that work together in a cluster to appear as one single entity to
the end user. In other words, Kafka centrally manages messages that are sent or received between
different nodes which are called brokers [2].
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Horizontal Scalability
Scalability is a critical characteristic of Kafka. One way of doing that is by opting for horizontal
scalability. For someone to understand the benefits of horizontal scalability, it is important to
clarify what vertical scaling is. Say, for example, you have a typical database server which
experiences overloading. The way to solve this is usually to directly increase the resources such as
CPU, RAM and hard disk on the database server. This is called vertical scaling — where you
allocate more resources to the infrastructure. There are two major drawbacks to vertical scaling
though:
1. There are limits that depend on the hardware. This means that it is not possible to scale
endlessly.
2. It usually needs downtime, something which major companies cannot afford.
Horizontal scalability is solving the same problem by adding more machines. By throwing more
machines, downtime is not an issue. Additionally, there are not any limits to the number of
machines you can allocate in your cluster. Multiple modern systems do not support horizontal
scalability, as they are not designed from scratch to operate in a cluster, and they are usually more
complex to work with.

9

Figure 2 Scalability Diagram. As it can be seen Horizontal scaling is much cheaper after a
certain degree.

Fault-tolerant
An important disadvantage of non-distributed systems is that they have a single point of failure. If
your single database server fails, there is no way to recover without third party safety
implementation.
Distributed systems are designed in such a way to avoid failures in an interesting way. In a 6-node
Kafka cluster, you can have it work even if 3 of the nodes are powered off. It is important to note
though that fault-tolerance is a tradeoff with performance.

Commit Log
A commit log is a persistent ordered data structure which only supports appends. You cannot
modify or delete records from it. It is read from left to right and guarantees item ordering.
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Figure 3 Commit Log. Sample illustration of a commit log,
which functions sequentially.
The structure of Kafka provides ordering which in turn provides deterministic processing. This
solves two of the most important problems in distributed systems such as kafka.
Kafka stores all its topics to disk and gets them ordered in the structure to take advantage of
sequential disk reads. Two major advantages are the following.
•

Reads and writes are a constant time O(1), which compared to O(log N) operations on disk
is a big advantage, as each disk search is quite expensive.

•

Reads and writes are irrelevant to each other in terms of resources. One does not lock the
other process.

These two points offer major performance advantages since they provide a way to disassociate
data’s size with performance [20].

How does it work?
Applications (producers) connect to a Kafka node (broker), send notifications (records) and lastly,
specific messages (notifications) are sent to specific topics by other entities called consumers.
Consumers can subscribe to the topic to get notified of new messages.
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Figure 4 Kafka Cluster.

As topics can become quite large, they get divided into partitions of a smaller size for better
performance and scalability [21].
Kafka makes sure that the messages of each partition are ordered in a sequential manner. To
distinguish a specific message the offset is being used. The offset consists of a normal array index,
a sequence number which increments for each new message in a partition.

Figure 5 Anatomy of a Topic.
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Persistence to Disk
Kafka stores all its records to disk and does not store anything in RAM. There are specific
optimizations that make it feasible:
1. Kafka groups messages together. This allows the network to request multiple messages
together and reduce network throttling.
2. Consecutive reads/writes on disk are fast. The concept that modern disks are slow is
because of multiple disks read requests, something that is solved in major linear operations.
3. Linear operations are optimized using a method called read-ahead (cache prefetching) and
write-behind (groups minor logical writes into larger physical writes) techniques.
4. Modern Operating Systems cache disk operations in free RAM. This is called page cache.
5. Since Kafka saves messages in a standardized binary format throughout the whole flow, it
can utilize the zero-copy optimization. That is when the OS copies data from the page cache
to a socket, practically bypassing the Kafka broker application layer entirely [24].
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Need for Kafka Security
Fundamentally, Apache Kafka takes part as an internal interface, which provides the back-end
systems the capability to share real-time data with each other through topics. In general, anyone,
either a user or a service, can commit messages to any topic, as well as read data from any topic,
by utilizing a standard Kafka setup [17].
Nevertheless, it is essential for a company to set up a secure Kafka implementation. The main
reason is the nature of Kafka itself where multiple teams and applications could use the same
Cluster. Additionally, Kafka most of the time stores critical information [3].
Kafka security consists of three crucial components:
a. SSL / TLS for encryption
It encrypts data between Kafka and either consumers or producers. This is a common option
especially when Kafka is exposed on the internet.
b. SSL or SASL for authentication
SSL/SASL is used for authenticating consumers and producers to access the Kafka cluster. This
feature allows each user or application, use a unique identity which makes authentication possible
[5].
c. ACLs for authorization
ACLs are used to specify which entity is entitled to access specific topics and what it is allowed
to do (read/write).
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Encryption (SSL) in Kafka

Figure 6 SSL in Kafka.
SSL certificates are issued to transmit, securely, data through encrypted channels. Only the
endpoints possess the ability to decrypt the traffic when encrypted with SSL [4].
It is a fact that encryption costs. To be able to encrypt it is important to allocate the required
resources from both Kafka clients and Kafka brokers.
It is important to note that encryption has to do with the channel itself and not the actual data. Data
in the endpoints is still unencrypted.
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Kafka Authentication (SSL & SASL)
Kafka authentication between brokers and clients comes either with SSL and/or SASL.

Figure 7 SSL & SASL.

a. SSL Authentication
This essentially utilizes the capabilities of SSL. Generally, a certificate is issued for the clients and
the same certificate is signed by the certificate authority. By making this, Kafka brokers can verify
each client.
This is the most frequent authentication method. Major projects like Confluent Cloud or Heroku
are utilizing this method by default.

b. SASL Authentication
SASL means Simple Authorization Service Layer. The main idea is the division of the
authentication mechanisms with the Kafka protocol. This mechanism is also used in major big data
projects.

Kafka offers different SASL authentication mechanisms:
a. SASL PLAINTEXT
SASL PLAINTEXT is the traditional username/password technique. To set it up, it is important
for every broker of the cluster to keep the credentials in its configuration. Every time a
16

configuration is updated with new credentials, all brokers need to be restarted for these changes to
take place.
Although SASL_PLAINTEXT is widely used as the basic authentication procedure, it is not
recommended as a standalone practice. It is highly encouraged to use SSL as well, to offer channel
encryption since SASL_PLAINTEXT is sent as cleartext through the wire by default.
b. SASL SCRAM
One of the most secure options. Passwords and Zookeeper hashes are saved by the Zookeeper
itself. This allows for scalable security and offers the ability to avoid rebooting for every single
broker.
The same recommendation applies in the case of SASL/SCRAM as well. Since traffic is not
encrypted, SSL needs to be applied as well.
c. SASL GSSAPI (Kerberos)
Another extremely secure option is SASL GSSAPI. Kerberos ticket mechanism is the backbone
of this option. Another Kerberos implementation example is the famous Microsoft Active
Directory [6].
By utilizing this option, the administrator can manage everything from a central controller called
Kerberos server. This alone makes this option ideal for big companies [25].
Even though this option is the most complicated to configure efficiently, it provides a plethora of
features that can come in handy in multiple scenarios.
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Figure 8 Projects with Kafka
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Vulnerabilities
In cybersecurity, vulnerability is a weakness which can be exploited by an attacker, to overcome
privilege boundaries within a system. To utilize vulnerability, an attacker must have at least one
technique or specified tool that can abuse a system weakness. In this situation, vulnerabilities are
also called ‘attack surface’.
Vulnerability management is a specialized practice that includes different theories but contains
common practices which include discovery of assets, prioritization of assets, thorough
vulnerability scanning, result reporting, vulnerability remediation, verification of remediation or
mitigation and repeat. This procedure has to do with software vulnerabilities in computing systems
Whenever the term ‘Agile vulnerability management’ is used it usually refers to preventing attacks
by pointing out every vulnerability a priori.
Sometimes security risks are misinterpreted as vulnerabilities. This usually leads to confusion.
While the result has to do with the exploitation of vulnerability, security risks themselves are the
potential of a significant impact. Some of the potential vulnerabilities hold no risk since the assets
that are affected hold no actual value. A vulnerability with at least one known instance of
implemented attacks is referred to as an exploitable vulnerability. The timing window of a
vulnerability expands from the discovery of a potential vulnerability until a security fix is deployed
[8].
Conceptually, security bugs are much more specific and do not include vulnerabilities that are
related to software like hardware, site, personnel vulnerabilities.
To summarize, a hole or a weakness in an application is vulnerability. This can be either a design
flaw or an execution bug and can be used for exploiting a specific application.
Vulnerabilities’ examples
•

Absence of input validation for user input

•

Insufficient logging mechanism

•

Fail-open error handling

•

Improper database connection handling
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Authentication vulnerabilities
Authentication vulnerabilities are mostly quite basic to understand. On the other hand, they can be
among the most important because of the obvious connection between authentication and
information security. Apart from allowing malicious actors direct access to important data, they
also expose more attack factors for additional exploits. This is the main reason someone must be
able to learn how to locate and abuse authentication vulnerabilities.

What is authentication?
Authentication is the procedure of identifying a given user or client. Specifically, it requires a user
to make sure that he is what he really claims to be. This focuses mostly on websites that are usually
connected to the internet. For that reason, robust authentication mechanisms are a critical aspect
of successful web security.
There are three major authentication mechanisms or factors which can be categorized into:
•

Knowledge factors, referring to a given password or a predefined answer to a security
question.

•

Possession factors, referring to a physical object like a mobile device (phone, laptop) or a
security token.

•

Inherence factors, referring to biological features (biometrics; fingerprints, iris) or patterns
of behavior.

The verification of these factors can be undertaken by authentication mechanisms, which utilize a
range of technologies to achieve this.

What is the difference between authentication and authorization?
Authentication commonly refers to the process of verifying that the user and the person requesting
access are the same individual, whereas authorization refers to the process of verifying whether
the user who requests to do something is allowed to do so.
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In the context of a website or web application, Authentication processes implemented in websites
or web applications aim to ascertain whether the person requesting access with a given username
(e.g., Dark_Elf666) is really the creator and the holder of the account[10].
When the username (e.g., Dark_Elf666) is authenticated, predetermined and a-priori set
permissions determine whether authorization is achieved to perform certain tasks such as
accessing, altering, or deleting personal information about other users in common databases or
third-party accounts.

How do authentication vulnerabilities happen?
In general, the rise of most of the authentication mechanisms’ vulnerabilities comes in one of two
ways:
•

Brute force attacks which abuse weaknesses in the structure or configuration of the
application depend on these mechanisms.

•

Complete bypass by a malicious actor who exploits logic flaws or unsecure coding in the
implementation. This is commonly referred to as broken authentication.

One of the most efficient ways to make a website behave unexpectedly is to exploit logic flaws.
Since authentication is critical, when you add up logic flaws, the security level is exponentially
elevated.

Vulnerable authentication’s Impact
The severity of authentication vulnerabilities is extremely high. A malicious user can easily get
access to sensitive data by using a brute force authentication attack. In case an attacker gets access
to a high-privileged account like a network administrator, networking infrastructure could be
exposed. Likewise, other important accounts could lead to additional exposure.
Low-privileged accounts are also extremely important. By using such an account, someone can
escalate his privileges by using other local exploits. Most of the time, low-privilege accounts are
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the easiest to get access to. Usually, specific high-severity attacks will not be available from
publicly accessible pages, but they could be from an internal page.

Authentication mechanisms’ Vulnerabilities
There are multiple different authentication mechanisms in which vulnerabilities occur. Most of
these vulnerabilities are globally being used by multiple web applications.
Three major vulnerabilities are the following:
•

Password-based login vulnerabilities

•

Multi-factor authentication vulnerabilities

•

Other authentication mechanisms vulnerabilities
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Application Security
Application security or AppSec is a field which aims to enhance security practices and, apart from
that, to locate, fix and ideally help to avoid security issues within applications. It manages the
whole application life cycle from requirements analysis, design, verification, implementation as
well as maintenance [9].
Multiple approaches will locate distinct types of security vulnerabilities residing in an application
and are most efficient at different moments in the software lifecycle. Each of them represents
different tradeoffs of time, effort, cost, and vulnerabilities found.
•

Design review. Before the actual programming of the application, its architecture and
design can be inspected for security holes. A common procedure for this phase is the
creation of a threat model for the specific application

•

Whitebox security review. A dedicated security engineer with a deep understanding of the
application is reviewing the source code and searches for security flaws. This is the way to
locate vulnerabilities for the corresponding application.

•

Blackbox security audit. Testing with an application and additional testing for security
vulnerabilities, without the need for source code.

•

Automated Tooling. There is a plethora of security tools that can be automated through the
process of the development or testing environment.

•

Coordinated vulnerability platforms. These are application security solutions which are
offered by multiple websites and software developers by which companies or individuals
can receive recognition and compensation for finding and reporting bugs [23].
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Bruteforce Attacks
In cybersecurity, a brute force attack allows an attacker to submit multiple passwords for specific
usernames to guess a valid pair. On the other hand, the malicious user can attempt to guess the key
which is normally derived from the password using a key hash function which is called exhaustive
key search [7].
In order to decrypt encrypted data, a cryptanalytic attack called brute-force attack can be used.
Whenever an encryption system does not have any weaknesses, a brute force attack can be used to
make the task easier.
Brute force attack is a method that runs extremely fast whenever the passwords that are provided
are short in length. On the other hand, there are several types of attacks for larger passwords like
passphrases.
Whenever obfuscation is used for data encoding, brute-force attacks can become much less
effective making it more difficult for an attacker to identify the code that has been discovered or
by adding more complexity for the attacker to handle to orchestrate the attack. Usually, an effective
way to estimate the strength of an encryption system is the time that a successful brute force attack
needs.
Overall, enumeration and checking of all candidates (along with their passwords) of a specific
service can be orchestrated by a brute force attack.
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Known CVEs for Apache Kafka
Here we present some of the most known vulnerabilities for the Apache Kafka software.

CVE-2021-38153: Timing Attack Vulnerability for Apache Kafka Connect and
Clients
Array.equals is being used by certain components of Kafka to get their passwords or keys
validated. This results in a timing attack vulnerability in which brute force attacks are used with
high chances of success. Versions higher than 2.8.1 and 3.0.0 have been patched.
Date of Announcement

Fixed versions

Versions affected

21 Sep 2021

2.8.1, 3.0.0 and later

2.0.0, 2.0.1, 2.1.0, 2.1.1,
2.2.0, 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.3.0,
2.3.1, 2.4.0, 2.4.1, 2.5.0,
2.5.1, 2.6.0, 2.6.1, 2.6.2,
2.7.0, 2.7.1, 2.8.0.

CVE-2019-12399: Apache Kafka Connect REST API may expose plaintext secrets
in tasks endpoint
Whenever Connect workers in versions 2.0.0, 2.0.1, 2.1.0, 2.1.1, 2.2.0, 2.2.1, or 2.3.0 are setup
with at least one or more configuration providers, a connector is either auto generated or updated
on that Connect cluster to use an external private variable in a substring of a connector
configuration argument value. From this point, any client can make a request to the cluster to
acquire the task configurations. The private variable is included in plaintext on the response.
Versions 2.2.2 or higher, or 2.3.1 or higher have been patched.
Date of Announcement

Fixed versions
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Versions affected

13 Jan 2020

2.2.2, 2.3.1 and later

2.0.0, 2.0.1, 2.1.0, 2.1.1,
2.2.0, 2.2.1, 2.3.0

CVE-2018-17196: Authenticated clients with Write permission may bypass
transaction/idempotent ACL validation
In Kafka versions 0.11.0.0 to 2.1.0, ACL validation can be bypassed by creating a custom Produce
request. To abuse this vulnerability, users with write permissions on specific topics are required.
This vulnerability has been patched in 2.1.1 and later versions.
Date of Announcement

Fixed versions

Versions affected

10 July 2020

2.1.1 and later

0.11.0.0 to 2.1.0

CVE-2018-1288: Authenticated Kafka clients may interfere with data replication
Custom created fetch requests which deal with data replication can be exploited by authenticated
Kafka clients to make an action reserved for a broker, leading to data loss.
Date of Announcement

Fixed versions

Versions affected

26 July 2018

0.10.2.2, 0.11.0.3, 1.0.1, 1.1.0 0.9.0.0 to 0.9.0.1, 0.10.0.0 to
0.10.2.1, 0.11.0.0 to 0.11.0.2,
1.0.0
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CVE-2017-12610: Authenticated Kafka clients may impersonate other users
By using specifically crafted protocol messages for SASL/PLAIN or SASL/SCRAM,
authenticated Kafka clients can impersonate other users when the default PLAIN or SCRAM
configuration is being used.
Date of Announcement

Fixed versions

Versions affected

26 July 2018

0.10.2.2, 0.11.0.2, 1.0.0

0.10.0.0 to 0.10.2.1, 0.11.0.0
to 0.11.0.1
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Ncrack
Ncrack is the tool that will be used for the purpose of this dissertation [11]. The reason a tool like
ncrack is needed is mostly the flexibility it offers in packet creation and management. Additionally,
ncrack’s main engine deals with initial connection and proper timing of the attacks, and thus it
assists in getting the core stuff out of the way and helps to focus on the task at hand which includes
the development of the authentication packets and the testing of the parameters that will be used.
Overall ncrack is an efficient network authentication cracking tool. It was developed to assist
enterprises enhance the security of their networks by proactively checking their machines and
general networking infrastructure. It is also widely used by security specialists and network
administrators. Ncrack consists of multiple components. In its core though, resides the engine of
the software which manages multiple aspects of an attack. Ncrack gets feedback from the target
and adapts accordingly. This is the reason ncrack is capable of handling large networks with
multiple hosts.
Ncrack offers a variety of options through its innovative interface. Various kinds of operations are
available which allow for complicated and advanced attacks. Multiple services are included in
ncrack’s arsenal including Cassandra database management system, mysql, psql and protocols like
http, ftp, cvs, smb, ssh, telnet and others.
The modularized nature of the ncrack’s architecture is a feature that provides a simple and efficient
way to develop additional service modules. To proceed with the research, it is crucial to analyse
some major points of Ncrack’s architecture. It is not a surprise that by understanding the main
concept of the software along with how it was designed in the first place, it will assist in faster and
more effective module programming [19].

Ncrack Architecture Overview
Ncrack has a flexible design, organized in a way where each protocol individually is essentially a
separate module which deals with the details of every authentication phase. That said, ncrack
clearly focuses on keeping each module completely isolated from some low-level tasks like
connection and timing management which are controlled by the core engine. Additionally, Ncrack
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uses a popular nmap library called Nsock which is used as an abstraction layer before socket
functions for managing multiple connections. The most important handlers are developed in the
ncrack.cc which composes the ncrack’s core engine.
It is important to note that ServiceGroup.h is responsible for storing all the arguments and options
that the user chose in a ServiceGroup object.

ServiceGroup / Service
Every service that is being cracked is held by a ServiceGroup object. Important data like statistical
and timing information, chosen arguments for a specific attack along with other essential functions
that administer the username/password lists as well as active connections are included on the
service class (Service.h).

Connection
Additional important connection information between ncrack and the target service is held by a
connection instance (Connection.h). Obviously, every Service class always includes a connection.
While a connection is active, one or more authentication tries will be executed, depending on the
specific service.

Module_State_Machine
Another important piece of information that has to do with a connection is the actual state the
target host is in. Each state informs the module how to proceed. The number of states depends on
the requirements of the module itself. For better clarification, imagine that the initial connection
is a separate state all alone. Each time ncrack needs to send data through the wire, it requires an
additional state. The same applies whenever ncrack needs to read information from incoming
packets. Every state triggers an action which performs a registration of a Nsock event.
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Ncrack Core Engine
This is the most vital part of ncrack. This is basically the heart of ncrack, the core engine. Even
though the analysis of the core engine does not directly benefit the actual development of the
module, it is of paramount importance to get a solid understanding of how ncrack operates in the
backstage. To manage the polling of new events that call one of the appropriate handlers, ncrack.cc
includes and utilises Nsock. In order to start new connections for target hosts that reside in
ServiceGroup, ncrack_probes() is being used. To become aware of what ncrack_probes() do, it is
necessary to examine how service lists are managed by ServiceGroup. It is possible to initiate a
connection for every single service that rests in the ServiceGroup. ServiceGroup includes multiple
and distinct kinds of lists such as services_full list or services_wait lists that serve their
corresponding purposes. Additionally, several important handlers are managed by ncrack’s core
engine and include the following:
a. void ncrack_connect_handler(nsock_pool nsp, nsock_event nse, void *mydata)
Whenever a connection with a particular service is established, call_module() is called by
ncrack_connect_handler() to pass control over to the correspondent service module. Whenever
there is a connection time or an RST packet is received during an initial connection attempt, the
service is considered dead, and it ends up in the services_finished list. This provides great
efficiency, especially in times when large networks are scanned with different services to exploit.
In most cases, many services will not be available and thus ncrack will effectively move to the
next one. Another advantage of ncrack is that in the initial connection, critical information about
the services timing along with maximum authentication attempts per active connection is collected
to be utilised in the actual attack. This is the main reason, ncrack does not open multiple
connections right away.
b. void ncrack_write_handler(nsock_pool nsp, nsock_event nse, void *mydata)
The ncrack_write_handler is the most straightforward. It basically observes Nsock’s return status
and if an error occurs, it reports it. This is something that happens irregularly though. If kernel’
buffers are full or if a write event takes place in a closed socket, it can trigger an error.
c. void ncrack_read_handler(nsock_pool nsp, nsock_event nse, void *mydata)
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Whenever an Nsock read event takes place, ncrack_read_handler is being used to fill up the
connection’s buffer with the requested data. In most cases, a check which confirms that the
connection is still open is made. This check essentially verifies that the variable ‘check_closed’ is
true. In this case, Nsock’s output will be a TIMEOUT rather than an end of file error which means
that the connection is active. In other words, by using a quick read event within the limits of a
small timeout.
d. void ncrack_module_end(nsock_pool nsp, void *mydata)
Whenever an attempt is completed entirely, ncrack_module_end is the function that is called by
the correspondent module. Different statistical data which include the total number of attempts
used are updated by this function. It is essential for ncrack to be able to check the authentication
speed to increase it if it is needed. The ideal authentication speed can probably change, and it is
essential to adjust accordingly by initiating new connections.
e. void ncrack_connection_end(nsock_pool nsp, void *mydata)
This function is one of the most complicated. Whenever a connection ends, this function takes on
and makes all the appropriate actions. One of the initial steps is to check if there is a FIN incoming
packet from the target host. In this case, one of the following scenarios could have occurred:
•

i) The connection was closed unexpectedly by the peer. Some services like telnet terminate
the connection exactly after the last authentication attempt. These kinds of services that
require you to transfer the password through the wire, before the state that registers the
next call, have the variable peer_might_close set up.

•

ii) The client has terminated the connection ordinarily and, in this case, nothing else is
needed.

•

iii) The target has terminated the connection midway of the authentication process which
is not normal. This usually happens in cases of network throttling which may trigger such
scenarios.

The ideal_parallelism limit is used to adapt the timing engine in case a timeout is received while
authenticating.
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In order to find out the starting ideal parallelism, it can be calculated through the initial timing
probe by using the timing template. This can change depending on how the service reacts
throughout the authentication process.
After ideal_parallelism is updated, ncrack_probes() ais called.

Figure 9 Logo of the Ncrack software.
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Server installation, setup and interconnection
The focus of this dissertation is the research of Kafka’s authentication methods. The type of
vulnerability that is being researched has to do with packet replication. This aims at the ability to
perform a bruteforce attack. More specifically, if a connection to a Kafka server can be replicated,
a tool like hydra, medusa or ncrack can use this type of packet to operate multiple connections and
find pairs of usernames-password. This consists of multiple steps. The first one is the server
configuration.

Server configuration
Firstly, the last version of the software is downloaded from the official apache websites
https://dlcdn.apache.org/kafka/.
A frequent practice to install secure authentication is to combine the common username/password
authentication procedure called SASL/PLAIN with TLS to apply encryption. Default
configurations of this setup are offered by Apache Kafka for production scenarios [12].
In this implementation, the username plays the role of the authenticated principal. Additionally,
usernames are used for ACLs and other means of authorization.
PLAIN versus PLAINTEXT: The difference between PLAIN and PLAINTEXT is the SSL
encryption which is used only by SASL/PLAIN. Kafka’s brokers’ configuration parameters like
sasl.enabled.mechanisms or sasl.mechanism.inter.broker.protocol can be set to utilize the SASL
mechanism PLAIN. On the other hand, security.inter.broker.protocol or listeners can be set to
ignore the SSL option which is called SASL_PLAINTEXT.
SSL should always be used along with SASL/PLAIN to ensure that the channel is encrypted
covering the transport layer.
In Kafka, there is a jaas configuration file which contains every username/password combination.
There is an option to avoid exposing credentials in cleartext on a jaas file. To accomplish this, a
callback handler can be used to get credentials from a remote protected file by utilizing the
sasl.server.callback.handler.class along with sasl.client.callback.handler.class.
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In most production environments there are specific servers that are responsible for password
authentication. An example of such a popular service is LDAP. In this case, the callback handlers
can be set up to use these authentication servers by setting up the sasl.server.callback.handler.class.
For this dissertation, the authentication method SASL/PLAINTEXT will be configured and tested
for potential vulnerabilities.
For SASL/PLAINTEXT to be set up correctly, someone must customize the broker along with the
Zookeeper and the producer or consumer who play the role of the client. In the following section,
the configuration options are presented and elucidated in detail.

Brokers
Kafka Brokers must be configured to receive secure connections from clients. After the jaas
configuration files are updated, all brokers require a rolling restart.
To offer SASL configuration options, every Broker has a specific section in their JAAS file. This
contains every client connection which uses SASL for communications between brokers. In cases
of numerous listeners, it is possible to configure them to use SASL by applying the listener's name
followed by a period.
A client can also use a SASL authentication method to connect to a ZooKeeper by configuring the
client JAAS file. Additionally, brokers’ jaas file can be modified to administer SASL ACLs on
ZooKeeper nodes. These changes need to be applied to each broker as mentioned before. You must
specify the same principal name across all brokers. In cases there are changes that need to be
applied in additional sections apart from the Client’s it is important to specify the corresponding
name in the zookeeper.sasl.client config option.
ZooKeeper comes with the preset ‘zookeeper’ name. This can be changed to any desired name by
configuring the zoo.sasl.client.username property accordingly. For example, in case of a name
called zookeeper1 the property would be zookeeper.sasl.client.username=zookeeper1.
By using the sasl.jaas.config property, brokers can also be configured. The syntax of this property
includes

the

chosen

SASL

mechanism

along

with

listener.name.{listenerName}.{saslMechanism}.sasl.jaas.config.
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the

broker’s

name:

Only one authentication mechanism can be configured for every login module in jaas configuration
file. If more than one mechanism is needed, it is essential to add additional sasl.jaas.config
properties as presented below:

listener.name.sasl_ssl.scram-sha256.sasl.jaas.config=org.apache.kafka.common.security.scram.ScramLoginModule required
\
username="user" \
password="user-password";
listener.name.sasl_ssl.plain.sasl.jaas.config=org.apache.kafka.common.security.plain.PlainL
oginModule required \
username="user" \
password="user-password" \
user_admin="user-password" \
user_shionne="shionne-password";

It is possible to use a separate JAAS file. A way to achieve this is by passing the name of the JAAS
file as a JVM parameter whenever you start a broker. This can be automated by using a systemd
service in cases of linux OSes:
export KAFKA_OPTS=-Djava.security.auth.login.config=/etc/kafka/kafka_server_jaas.conf
bin/kafka-server-start etc/kafka/server.properties
It is possible to implement multiple layers in a JAAS file. The order used could be the following:
6. Broker SASL argument: listener.name.{listenerName}.{saslMechanism}.sasl.jaas.config
7. Broker name argument: {listenerName}.KafkaServer
8. KafkaServer section where static JAAS configuration is declared
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It is important to note that static JAAS configuration can be used only on ZooKeeper.
The broker in his configuration contains the essential values for supporting the
SASL_PLAINTEXT authentication method. Another important modification resides in the
listener.name.kafka.plaintext.sasl.jaas.config

parameter

where

the

username-password

combinations are saved in plaintext form [18]. Below it is clear that three users are defined using
the format user_”username”="password":
user_admin="admin-secret"
user_kafkabroker1="kafkabroker1-secret"
user_user=”user-secret”
server.properties
listeners=PLAINTEXT://192.168.1.233:9092
listener.security.protocol.map=PLAINTEXT:PLAINTEXT

listener.security.protocol.map=SASL_PLAINTEXT:SASL_PLAINTEXT
security.inter.broker.protocol=PLAINTEXT
sasl.enabled.mechanisms=PLAIN
sasl.mechanism.inter.broker.protocol=PLAIN
confluent.license.topic.replication.factor=1
offsets.topic.replication.factor=1
confluent.reporters.telemetry.auto.enable=false
listener.name.kafka.plaintext.sasl.jaas.config=org.apache.kafka.common.security.plain.PlainLoginModule
required \
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user_admin="admin-secret" \
user_kafkabroker1="kafkabroker1-secret"; \
user_user=”user-secret”;

zookeeper.properties
dataDir=/tmp/zookeeper
clientPort=2181
admin.enableServer=false
On the client side, the same installation is added, and the consumer-producer utilities are used to
achieve connection with the server. Both have similar options and are mostly authentication
oriented including the bootstrap server.

producer.properties
bootstrap.servers=192.168.1.233:9092

# specify the compression codec for all data generated: none, gzip, snappy, lz4, zstd
compression.type=none

sasl.mechanism=PLAIN
security.protocol=SASL_PLAINTEXT
producer.sasl.jaas.config=org.apache.kafka.common.security.plain.PlainLoginModule
required \
username="admin" \
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password="admin-secret";

consumer.properties
sasl.mechanism=PLAIN
security.protocol=SASL_PLAINTEXT
consumer.sasl.jaas.config=org.apache.kafka.common.security.plain.PlainLoginModule
required \
username="user" \
password="user-secret";

group.id=1
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Connection to Kafka
Initially, the core consumer utility is being used to establish a successful connection. For this
purpose, the following command is being used.
./kafka-console-consumer

–bootstrap-server

192.168.1.233:9092

–consumer.config

etc/kafka/consumer.properties –topic test-topic
- Bootstrap server: The kafka broker along with the port the consumer is trying to connect to.
- Consumer.config: dictates which configuration file to parse for the connection.
- Topic: the name of the topic that is being created.
In this way, if the configuration is correct and the credentials valid, a connection is established
with success. In the following section, packets of the successful connection are captured and
analyzed.
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Packet Capture and Analysis
The process of capturing network packets usually demands a specialized tool. For this research,
one of the most popular packet analyzers will be used called Wireshark [13].

What is Wireshark?
Wireshark is a modern network packet analyzer. A network packet analyzer that presents data from
captured packets in as much detail as possible [22].
It operates like a network packet analyzer which measures and examines what is happening inside
a network cable [14].
Wireshark is available for free and is an open-source project. It is one of the best packet analyzers
available today.

Some intended purposes
Wireshark is used by:
•

Network administrators to troubleshoot network problems

•

Network security engineers utilize it to solve security problems

•

QA engineers use it to check and approve network applications

•

Developers use it for debugging protocol implementations

•

People use it to monitor and examine network protocol internals

Packet capture
The first attempt was the connection of the consumer with the Kafka server using
SASL/PLAINTEXT authentication.
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Figure 10 Authentication Attempt.
ApiVersion v0 Request Packet
Something that can be easily noticed is that apart from the initial tcp handshake, kafka consumers
need to send three packets to make an authentication attempt. The first ‘ApiVersion v0 Request’
packet includes the following data.

Figure 11 ApiVersions Request View.
By checking the actual packet in depth, it consists of the following fields:
•

Length: 22

Length is the actual number of the remaining packet bytes. In this example we can see that the
Kafka payload is 26 bytes long. Minus the four bytes of the ‘Length’ field, equals 22.
•

API Key: ApiVersions (18)

•

API Version: 0

API Key and Version values deal with Version that is requested from the broker.
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•

Correlation ID: 2147483640

This ID is a unique number that describes the specific TCP connection and has no other meaning
outside of this communication.
•

Client ID: consumer-1-1

This is the default initial id which Kafka consumer uses.
Multiple connections with different credentials and consumer-ids were tested. What stands out is
that the aforementioned values can stay fixed.
These are the actual data, ncrack has to replicate to proceed to the next phase of the authentication.
The response is the following.

ApiVersion v0 Response Packet

Figure 12 ApiVersion Response Packet View.
Kafka broker responds using the same correlation id. It also responds with the same api version
and a ‘No Error’ message. Apart from these, the broker advertises the API versions it supports.
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SaslHandshake v1 Request Packet
This packet is a little different from the previous ApiVersions request. Specifically, it contains
the following:

Figure 13 SaslHandshake Request View.
•

Length: 29

The same applies with this ‘Length’ value, which has a value of the number of the rest of the
remaining bytes.
•

API Key: SaslHandshake (17)

•

API Version: 1

Next are the type and version of the API which also stay fixed as values.
•

Correlation ID: 2147483641

•

Client ID: consumer-1-1

The same applies with these two values.
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•

SASL Mechanism: PLAIN

Lastly, the sasl mechanism will be requested for the authentication between the client and the
broker. Do not get confused with the SASL/PLAIN that was discussed before. In this
implementation, the ‘SASL Mechanism: PLAIN’ is the required authentication method which does
not utizise SSL (which is what is called SASL/PLAINTEXT).

SaslHandshake v1 Response Packet
The response of the broker includes the following.

Figure 14 SaslHandshake Response View

•

Length: 17

•

Correlation ID: 2147483641
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•

Error: No Error (0)

•

Enabled SASL Mechanisms: SASL Mechanism: PLAIN

No surprises or interesting fields here. The response announces that there are no errors in the
request with Correlation ID: 2147483641.

SaslAuthentication v2 Request Packet

Figure 15 SaslAuthentication Request View
This is one of the most important packets that need to be crafted. Let us see in detail[15].
•

Length: 42

Length retains the same formula. On the other hand, though, its value is not fixed. On the
previous packets, no value was changing with every authentication attempt. This time, the value
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is changing because of the overall length of the remaining bytes of the packet depending on the
sum of username and password bytes.
•

API Key: SaslAuthenticate (36)

•

API Version: 2

The API type and version changes with this request as well to SaslAuthenticate and Version 2.
•

Correlation ID: 2147483642

•

Client ID: consumer-1-1

The correlation and client id are actually the same.
•

Tagged Fields

This field, which appears twice, is just byte with a value of 0.
•

SASL Authentication Bytes: 007573657200757365722d736563726574

This is a field that includes a couple of interesting bytes.

The first one equals hexadecimal 14. This essentially is 20 in decimal (base 10). 20 is the sum of
the remaining bytes ‘username+password+3’. The second is a 00 value which plays the role of
‘tagged fields’ field.

Figure 16 SASL Authentication Bytes.

•

Tagged Fields
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Lastly, the packet closes with another ‘Tagged Fields’.

SaslAuthentication v2 Response Packet (Failed Authentication)
The last packet is the response packet from the server

Figure 17 Failed SaslAuthenticate Response View

In this example the authentication failed. The response included:
•

Length: 69

•

Correlation ID: 2147483642

•

Tagged Fields

•

Error: SASL Authentication failed (58)

•

Error Message: Authentication failed: Invalid username or password

•

SASL Authentication Bytes:
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•

Session Lifetime (ms): 0

•

Tagged Fields

It is clear that the authentication has failed with the ‘Error Message’ - Authentication failed: Invalid
username or password. It would be ideal though to put it into perspective with a ‘successful
authentication packet’.

SaslAuthentication v2 Response Packet (Successful Authentication)
The same procedure was executed here with valid credentials.

Figure 18 Successful SaslAuthenticate Response View
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This response is reminiscent of the one with the wrong credentials. The only real difference lies in
the error/message. In this scenario, there are no errors.
For ncrack to complete a successful authentication attack, has two requirements.
•

The first has to do with the ability to recreate the whole authentication procedure by
sending carefully crafted packets that are identical to those of a consumer that were
presented before.

•

The second is a condition in which, ncrack realizes that a successful authentication took
place and valid credentials were discovered.

For the second requirement, ncrack will capitalize on the authentication error of the failed
connection. In other words, it will search for a part of this specific string and in case it will not
find it, it will mark the credentials as valid.
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Ncrack Module Development
In this sections we describe the configuration for the Ncrack setup.

Ncrack Installation and configuration
In order to be able to add a new module, there are a few steps that are required.
a) modules.h inclusion
ncrack/modules/modules.h should contain the declaration of the main module function whose
naming scheme follows the convention of ncrack_:
void ncrack_ftp(nsock_pool nsp, Connection *con);
void ncrack_telnet(nsock_pool nsp, Connection *con);
void ncrack_ssh(nsock_pool nsp, Connection *con);
void ncrack_http(nsock_pool nsp, Connection *con);
void ncrack_pop3(nsock_pool nsp, Connection *con);
void ncrack_smb(nsock_pool nsp, Connection *con);
void ncrack_rdp(nsock_pool nsp, Connection *con);
void

ncrack_vnc(nsock_pool

nsp,

Connection

*con);

void ncrack_kafka(nsock_pool nsp, Connection *con);
b) Proper source code split-up
Everything that is related to the protocol/module resides in a file under ncrack/modules/ whose
name is ncrack_kafka.cc.
c) ncrack-services
The file ncrack/ncrack-services contains all the protocols supported by Ncrack along with their
default port numbers. You should add the protocol name, for which your module is responsible, in
this format:
kafka 9092/tcp
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Note the case of SSL-supporting protocols where an 's' follows the protocol name, i.e kafka
9093/tcp
d) ncrack.cc::call_module
The call_module function inside ncrack/ncrack.cc should hold an additional 'else-if' case which
calls your main module function. For example:
if (!strcmp(name, "ftp"))
ncrack_ftp(nsp, con);
else if (!strcmp(name, "telnet"))
ncrack_telnet(nsp, con);
else if (!strcmp(name, "kafka"))
ncrack_kafka(nsp, con);
...
e) configure.ac
Finally, the module is added in ncrack/configure.ac at the MODULES_SRCS and
MODULES_OBJS statements:
MODULES_SRCS="$MODULES_SRCS ncrack_ftp.cc ncrack_telnet.cc ncrack_http.cc \
ncrack_pop3.cc ncrack_kafka.cc"
MODULES_OBJS="$MODULES_OBJS ncrack_ftp.o ncrack_telnet.o ncrack_http.o \
ncrack_pop3.o ncrack_kafka.o"
The autoconf tool will need to be run again after changing "configure.ac" to create the new
"configure" file. Run it by typing "autoconf" in the root ncrack dir.
After these changes, they take effect by recompiling Ncrack using:
$ ./configure
$ make
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Ncrack module development
The initial step to start the development is to include the essential ncrack libraries. Additionally,
we declare core ncrack handlers.
#include "ncrack.h"
#include "nsock.h"
#include "NcrackOps.h"
#include "Service.h"
#include "modules.h"
extern NcrackOps o;

extern void ncrack_read_handler(nsock_pool nsp, nsock_event nse, void *mydata);
extern void ncrack_write_handler(nsock_pool nsp, nsock_event nse, void *mydata);
extern void ncrack_module_end(nsock_pool nsp, void *mydata);

Another important definition is the value of the timeout for this service along with the declaration
of the kafka_loop_read function. Ncrack modules are operating in states. Each state corresponds
to a packet that is transmitted from and to the server. The number of these packets is quite
important for each service since every module requires a specific number to complete an
authentication attempt [16].
#define KAFKA_TIMEOUT 20000
static int kafka_loop_read(nsock_pool nsp, Connection *con);
enum states {KAFKA_INIT, KAFKA_INIT_REPLY, KAFKA_SASL,
KAFKA_SASL_REPLY, KAFKA_LOGIN, KAFKA_USER };
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Kafka_loop_read is a function that will be used to read incoming data for a specific pattern. The
pattern we are looking for in this case is the word “Invalid”. Ncrack will continue the
authentication attempts in case there is no incoming packet or when it parses the aforementioned
pattern.
static int
kafka_loop_read(nsock_pool nsp, Connection *con)
{
if (con->inbuf == NULL){
nsock_read(nsp, con->niod, ncrack_read_handler, KAFKA_TIMEOUT, con);
return -1;
}
if (memsearch((const char *)con->inbuf->get_dataptr(),"Invalid",con->inbuf->get_len())){
return 1;
}
return 0;
}

The next part includes the creation of the packets that will be sent and received through the steps
of an authentication process. The procedure consists of two parts. The first one is the declaration
of a structure which contains each variable of the packet separately. The second one is the actual
assignment of values to send them through the wire.
#1 apiversions packet
struct kafka_apiversions {
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uint8_t length[4];
uint16_t api_key[1];
uint16_t api_version[1];
uint32_t corr_id[1];
uint16_t client_id_len[1];
uint8_t client_id[14];
};

static void
kafka_encode_apiversions(Connection *con) {
kafka_apiversions apiversions;
apiversions.length[0] = 0;
apiversions.length[1] = 0;
apiversions.length[2] = 0;
apiversions.length[3] = 22;//total length of the packet
con->outbuf->append(&apiversions.length, sizeof(apiversions.length));
apiversions.api_key[0] = 0x1200;
con->outbuf->append(&apiversions.api_key, sizeof(apiversions.api_key));
apiversions.api_version[0] = 0;
con->outbuf->append(&apiversions.api_version, sizeof(apiversions.api_version));
apiversions.corr_id[0] = 0xf8ffff7f; //decimal from hex 7fffff8
con->outbuf->append(&apiversions.corr_id, sizeof(apiversions.corr_id));
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apiversions.client_id_len[0] = 0x0c00; //length of consumer-1-1
con->outbuf->append(&apiversions.client_id_len, sizeof(apiversions.client_id_len));
con->outbuf->snprintf(12, "consumer-1-1");
}

#2 saslhandshake packet
struct kafka_saslhandshake {
uint8_t length[4];
uint16_t api_key[1];
uint16_t api_version[1];
uint32_t corr_id[1];
uint16_t client_id_len[1];
uint8_t client_id[14];
uint16_t sasl_mech_len[1];
uint8_t sasl_mech[14];
};

static void
kafka_encode_saslhandshake(Connection *con) {
kafka_saslhandshake saslhandshake;
saslhandshake.length[0] = 0;
saslhandshake.length[1] = 0;
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saslhandshake.length[2] = 0;
saslhandshake.length[3] = 29;//total length of the packet
con->outbuf->append(&saslhandshake.length, sizeof(saslhandshake.length));
saslhandshake.api_key[0] = 0x1100;
con->outbuf->append(&saslhandshake.api_key, sizeof(saslhandshake.api_key));
saslhandshake.api_version[0] = 0x0100;
con->outbuf->append(&saslhandshake.api_version, sizeof(saslhandshake.api_version));
saslhandshake.corr_id[0] = 0xf9ffff7f; //decimal from hex 7fffff8
con->outbuf->append(&saslhandshake.corr_id, sizeof(saslhandshake.corr_id));
saslhandshake.client_id_len[0] = 0x0c00; //length of consumer-1-1
con->outbuf->append(&saslhandshake.client_id_len, sizeof(saslhandshake.client_id_len));
con->outbuf->snprintf(12, "consumer-1-1");
saslhandshake.sasl_mech_len[0] = 0x0500; //length of plain
con->outbuf->append(&saslhandshake.sasl_mech_len,
sizeof(saslhandshake.sasl_mech_len));
con->outbuf->snprintf(5, "PLAIN");
}

In the third packet (login packet) credentials are dynamically, depending on the authentication
attempt.
#3 login packet
struct kafka_login {
uint8_t length[4];
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uint16_t api_key[1];
uint16_t api_version[1];
uint32_t corr_id[1];
uint16_t client_id_len[1];
uint8_t client_id[14];
uint8_t tagged_fields;
uint8_t x[1];
};

static void
kafka_encode_login(Connection *con) {
kafka_login login;
login.length[0] = 0;
login.length[1] = 0;
login.length[2] = 0;
login.length[3] = 27 + strlen(con->user) + strlen(con->pass);//total length of the packet
con->outbuf->append(&login.length, sizeof(login.length));
login.api_key[0] = 0x2400;
con->outbuf->append(&login.api_key, sizeof(login.api_key));
login.api_version[0] = 0x0200;
con->outbuf->append(&login.api_version, sizeof(login.api_version));
login.corr_id[0] = 0xfaffff7f; //decimal from hex 7fffff8
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con->outbuf->append(&login.corr_id, sizeof(login.corr_id));
login.client_id_len[0] = 0x0c00; //length of consumer-1-1
con->outbuf->append(&login.client_id_len, sizeof(login.client_id_len));
con->outbuf->snprintf(12, "consumer-1-1");
login.tagged_fields = 0;
con->outbuf->append(&login.tagged_fields, sizeof(login.tagged_fields));
login.x[0] = strlen(con->user) + strlen(con->pass) + 3; //length of the remaining bytes
con->outbuf->append(&login.x, sizeof(login.x));
login.tagged_fields = 0;
con->outbuf->append(&login.tagged_fields, sizeof(login.tagged_fields));
con->outbuf->snprintf(strlen(con->user), "%s", con->user);
login.tagged_fields = 0;
con->outbuf->append(&login.tagged_fields, sizeof(login.tagged_fields));
con->outbuf->snprintf(strlen(con->pass), "%s", con->pass);
login.tagged_fields = 0;
con->outbuf->append(&login.tagged_fields, sizeof(login.tagged_fields));
}

After that, we get to the main(). Here we initialize the switch function, which iterates among the
predeclared states.
void
ncrack_kafka(nsock_pool nsp, Connection *con)
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{
nsock_iod nsi = con->niod;
switch(con->state)
{

In the following cases we use buffers to pass each packet through the wire. It is worth mentioning
that there are cases that are used for storing incoming packets. In this way, it is possible to search
for desired patterns and act accordingly.
case KAFKA_INIT:
con->state = KAFKA_INIT_REPLY;
delete con->inbuf;
con->inbuf = NULL;
if (con->outbuf)
delete con->outbuf;
con->outbuf = new Buf();
kafka_encode_apiversions(con);
nsock_write(nsp, nsi, ncrack_write_handler, KAFKA_TIMEOUT, con, (const char *)con>outbuf->get_dataptr(), con->outbuf->get_len());
break;

case KAFKA_INIT_REPLY:
delete con->inbuf;
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con->inbuf = NULL;
con->state = KAFKA_SASL;
nsock_read(nsp, con->niod, ncrack_read_handler, KAFKA_TIMEOUT, con);
break;

case KAFKA_SASL:
con->state = KAFKA_SASL_REPLY;
delete con->inbuf;
con->inbuf=NULL;
if (con->outbuf)
delete con->outbuf;
con->outbuf = new Buf();
kafka_encode_saslhandshake(con);
nsock_write(nsp, nsi, ncrack_write_handler, KAFKA_TIMEOUT, con, (const char *)con>outbuf->get_dataptr(), con->outbuf->get_len());
break;

case KAFKA_SASL_REPLY:
delete con->inbuf;
con->inbuf = NULL;
con->state = KAFKA_LOGIN;
nsock_read(nsp, con->niod, ncrack_read_handler, KAFKA_TIMEOUT, con);
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break;

case KAFKA_LOGIN:
con->state = KAFKA_USER;
delete con->inbuf;
con->inbuf=NULL;
if (con->outbuf)
delete con->outbuf;
con->outbuf = new Buf();
kafka_encode_login(con);
nsock_write(nsp, nsi, ncrack_write_handler, KAFKA_TIMEOUT, con, (const char *)con>outbuf->get_dataptr(), con->outbuf->get_len());
break;

This is the last case in which kafka_loop_read is used to identify if an incoming packet contains
the pattern “Invalid” which is received in cases of ‘authentication failed’. This is how ncrack
distinguishes valid or invalid authentications.
case KAFKA_USER:
if (kafka_loop_read(nsp,con) < 0){
break;
}
if (kafka_loop_read(nsp,con) == 0){
con->auth_success = true;
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}

In the last part, the connection state iterates once again at the first state and calls
ncrack_module_end to adjust the procedure depending on the information it got from the network.
con->state = KAFKA_INIT;
return ncrack_module_end(nsp, con);
}
}
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Ncrack Testing
The procedure included multiple trials of authentication attacks. The core steps of the development
included the following.
•

Build the module

•

Execute an attempt

•

Capture the packets

•

Compare with the consumer authentication pcap

•

Make code adjustments

•

Retry

Initial development was tricky since some of the values of the SaslAuthentication packet were not
that clear. Ncrack most of the times did not receive a response and it kept trying to iterate through
the list endlessly.

Ncrack failed attempt
The authentication attempts were executed on a kafka broker with IP ‘192.168.1.233’. The valid
username ‘user’ and a password file which had four passwords including the correct one ‘usersecret’.
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Figure 19 Failed Attempt with errors.

For the purpose of the development, additional arguments like -v (verbose mode) and -d (debug
level) were utilized. It is important to note that in cases where a packet did not follow kafka’s
protocol, it was marked as malformed. By analyzing the packet and comparing each field along
with their values with the consumer’s packet, we can expose potential flaws.
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Figure 20 Authentication with errors pcap

Kafka broker did not send any reply when it received packets with errors in its structure. Because
of this, it was not possible to get additional information on the actual packet from the server side.

Ncrack successful attempt
An attack was orchestrated on the Kafka server successfully. The moment ncrack’s Kafka module
was able to replicate every field along with every value of the packet without a problem.
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Figure 21 Successful ncrack command.

As it is depicted on the output of ncrack’s command, credentials were discovered successfully
(user/user-secret). Ncrack iterated through the whole list without a problem. As we can see below,
the Kafka broker was able to respond accordingly.
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Figure 22 Successful attack pcap.
The wireshark pcap shows that ncrack by default opens multiple connections at once. This leads
to a faster iteration and extreme speeds.

Ncrack additional use cases
Something important that was included in the research was the ncrack use cases that were tested.
These were:
•

List of usernames

•

Large usernames

•

Large passwords

•

Testing of different client ID

The Kafka broker behaved normally and responded without an issue.
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Conclusion
Apache Kafka is a massive project that is becoming increasingly popular. It offers a plethora of
authentication methods. Some are safer and more complicated than others. In the case of the
SASL/PLAINTEXT installation, the configuration is mostly straightforward with some tweaks
adding some reasonable complexity. The authentication procedure consisted of three phases or
three packets with the third being the one that carried the credentials. Throughout the whole
procedure Kafka does not have a mechanism that can assist in verifying if the client is a consumer
or a malicious user. In other words, apart from the credentials, Kafka does not utilize authentication
tokens or a kind of access control lists implementation.
The only line of defense that Kafka can utilize stands outside of the project itself. By optimizing
firewall rules or enforcing security by including Intrusion Prevention Systems, massive
authentication attacks can be prevented. Unfortunately, Kafka’s SASL/PLAINTEXT
authentication method can do that much. Other mechanisms like the Kerberos or GSSAPI setup
could offer additional security mechanisms to, at least, make the authentication method from
malicious users much more difficult. These configurations come at a cost since they are much
more complicated and require additional administrative costs.
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